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Titan's equatorial regions are covered by eastward 

oriented linear dunes. This direction is opposite to mean 
surface winds simulated by Global Climate Models 
(GCMs) at these latitudes, oriented westward as trade 
winds on Earth [1, 2]. 

Here, we propose that Titan's dune orientation is ac-
tually determined by equinoctial tropical methane storms 
producing a coupling with superrotation and dune forma-
tion [3].  

Using meso-scale simulations of convective methane 
clouds [4] with a GCM wind profile featuring the super-
rotation [5, 6], we show that Titan's storms should pro-
duce fast eastward gust fronts above the surface (see Fig-
ure 1). Such gusts dominate the aeolian transport. Using 
GCM wind calculations and analogies with terrestrial 
dune fields [7], we show that Titan's dune propagation 
occurs eastward under these conditions (see Figure 2).  

Finally, this scenario combining global circulation 
winds and methane storms can explain other major fea-
tures of Titan's dunes as the divergence from the equator 
or the dune size and spacing. It also implies an equatorial 
origin of Titan's dune sand and a possible occurence of 
dust storms. 
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Figure 1: 2D simulation of a methane storm develop-

ping under the wind shear produced by the supperotation. 
Colors correspond to the mixing ratio of condensed 
methane and vectors to wind direction and speed. A gust 
front appears in front of the storm and propagates east-
ward.   

 
 

 
Figure 2: Map of dune orientation observed with Cas-

sini's Radar (red vectors) and predicted by the GCM in-
cluding the effect of storms (black vectors)  
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